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MoreMore
Transitions Between Energy
States

We have seen that the Schrödinger equation leads to energy quantization for
bound systems. The existence of quantized energy levels is determined experimentally
by observation of the energy emitted or absorbed when the system makes a tran-
sition from one level to another. In this section we shall consider some aspects of
these transitions in one dimension. The results will be readily applicable to more
complicated systems.

In classical physics, a charged particle radiates when it is accelerated. If the charge
oscillates, the frequency of the radiation emitted equals the frequency of oscillation.
A stationary charge distribution does not radiate.

Consider a particle with charge q in a quantum state n described by the wave
function

2iE t/\nC (x, t) 5 c (x)en n

where En is the energy and cn (x) is a solution of the time-independent Schrödinger
equation for some potential energy V (x). The probability of finding the charge in
dx is If we make many measurements on identical systems (i.e., particlesC*C dx.n n

with the same wave function), the average amount of charge found in dx will be
q Cn dx. We therefore identify with the charge density r. As we haveC* qC*Cn n n

pointed out, the probability density is independent of time if the wave function
contains a single energy, so the charge density for this state is also independent of
time:12

r 5 qC*(x, t)C (x, t) 5 qc*(x)c (x) 5 qc*cn n n n n n n

We should therefore expect that this stationary charge distribution would not ra-
diate. (This argument, in the case of the hydrogen atom, is the quantum-mechanical
explanation of Bohr’s postulate of nonradiating orbits.) However, we do observe that
systems make transitions from one energy state to another with the emission or
absorption of radiation. The cause of the transition is the interaction of the electro-
magnetic field with the charged particle. A detailed treatment of this interaction is
necessary in order to obtain rates of emission and absorption. Such a treatment is
too difficult for us to consider in this text; however, we can learn a great deal from
a combined classical/quantum argument, which goes as follows.

Let us write the wave function for a particle which is making a transition from
state n to state m as a mixture of the two states Cn and Cm:

C (x, t) 5 aC (x, t) 1 bC (x, t) 6-52anm n m

We need not be concerned with the numbers a and b. We wish only to show that if
neither a nor b is zero, the probability density and charge density oscillate with the
angular frequency vnm, given by the Bohr relation hƒ 5 \vnm 5 En 2 Em, or



E 2 En mv 5 6-52bnm \

To simplify the notation, we shall assume that the time-independent functions cn(x)
and cm(x) are real. The probability density for the wave function Cnm(x, t) is then

2 2C* C 5 a C*C 1 b C*C 1 ab(C*C 1 C*C ) 6-52cnm nm n n m m n m m n

The first two terms are independent of time. The third term in Equation 6-52c con-
tains the quantities

iE t/\ 2iE t/\n mC*(x, t)C (x, t) 5 c*e c en m n m

iv tnm5 c c en m

and

iE t/\ 2iE t/\m nC*(x, t)C (x, t) 5 c*e c em n m n

2iv tnm5 c c em n

where vnm is the Bohr angular frequency given by Equation 6-52b. Adding these and
using

iv t 2iv tnm nme 1 e 5 2 cos v tnm

we see that the probability density is now time-dependent and is given by

2 2 2 2 2|C (x, t)| 5 a c 1 b c 1 2abc c cos v t 6-52dnm n m n m nm

Thus the wave function consisting of a mixture of two energy states does lead to a
charge distribution which oscillates with the Bohr frequency.

We can describe the radiation of a system somewhat loosely as follows. At some
time, a system is in an excited state n described by Equation 6-52a with a 5 1 and
b 5 0. Because of an interaction of the system with the electromagnetic field (which
we have not included in the Schrödinger equation), a decreases and b is no longer
zero. At this time the charge density oscillates with angular frequency vnm. The
system does not, however, radiate energy continuously, as predicted by classical
theory. Instead, the oscillating charge density implies a probability that a photon of
energy \vnm 5 En 2 Em will be emitted, after which the system will be in the state
m with a 5 0, b 5 1. The emission of an individual photon is a statistical process.
Figure 6-15 illustrates how |Cnm|2 changes during a transition from the first excited
state to the ground state of an infinite square well.

Electric Dipole Transitions
The most elementary classical radiation system is an oscillating electric dipole. The
dipole moment qx for a particle with wave function C has the expectation value

q ^x& 5 q C*xC dxE
It can be seen from the previous discussion that, if the wave function corresponds
to a stationary state containing a single energy, the expectation value of the dipole
moment will be independent of time. However, if C is the mixture given by Equation
6-52a, q^x& will have time-dependent terms which oscillate with the Bohr frequency.
Using Equation 6-52d, the dipole moment can be written
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q ^x& 5 2qab cos v t c xc dx 1 stationary terms 6-52eEnm n m

The integral in Equation 6-52e is called a matrix element. There are many cases for
which this integral is zero. For example, if cn and cm are wave functions for the
infinite square well, a direct calculation shows that the matrix element in Equation
6-52e is zero if n and m are both odd numbers or both even numbers. For these
cases, electric dipole transitions are forbidden between these states. The absence of
a transition between two states due to the fact that the matrix element is zero is
usually described by a selection rule. For example, a selection rule for the infinite
square well is that the quantum number n must change by 1, 3, 5, . . . (and not
by 2, 4, 6, . . . ). We shall give other, more important examples of selection rules
in Chapter 7 when we consider transitions between stationary states of atoms. The
transitions we have been discussing—those resulting from a perturbation of a
charged system caused by interaction with the system’s own electromagnetic field—
are called spontaneous transitions. If a system (such as an atom) is in its ground state
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Fig. 6-15 The probability density |Cnm|2 from Equation 6-52d for an infinite square well undergoing a transition from the first
excited state (n 5 2) to the ground state (m 5 1). The contributions a and b to the mixture from C2 and C1 (see Equation 6-52a)
are calculated for (a) a 5 1, b 5 0, (b) a 5 0.75, b 5 0.25, (c) a 5 0.50, b 5 0.50, (d) a 5 0.25, b 5 0.75, and (e) a 5 0, b 5 1.
The probability distribution in (a) is that of the first excited state before the transition commences. That in (e) is the ground state
after the transition is complete.



and exposed to external radiation of frequency vnm corresponding to the Bohr fre-
quency for a transition to an excited state, it can make such a transition by absorbing
a photon from the external radiation. If such a system is in an excited state and
exposed to external radiation of frequency corresponding to the Bohr frequency for
a transition to a lower energy state, the system can be stimulated to make such a
transition and emit a photon of exactly the same energy as those in the external
radiation. Such stimulated emission, which occurs in masers and lasers, is important
because the emitted photons are coherent and in phase with those stimulating the
transition. Lasers will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.

Problems
1. Consider an electron in the sixth excited state of an infinite square well, i.e., E7.

(a) Draw to approximate scale an energy-level diagram for the levels n 5 1 through
n 5 7 and show by vertical arrows between the appropriate levels all of the
transitions that would be possible for the electron in reaching the ground state.
(b) Compute the energies of all the possible transitions in terms of E 1.

2. Using Equation 6-52e, show that the matrix element for the transition from
n 5 3 to n 5 1 of an infinite square well is zero, thus making the time dependence
of the dipole moment zero, which prevents that transition from occurring.

3. Since linear combinations or superpositions of solutions to the Schrödinger equa-
tion are also solutions, then for a particle in an infinite square well C (x, 0) 5

is also a solution, where A is a constant and c1 and c 2 areA[c (x) 1 c (x)]1 2

solutions for the ground and first excited states. Show that, if c 1 and c 2 are
normalized, then A 5 1/(2)1/2 normalizes C(x, 0).
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